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Amid hoopla, speech focuses on peace
by Carolyn Van Schalk
and Patricia flitter
It was called the Presidential
Forum on World Affairs.
But the enthusiastic
cheerleaders, along with Freddie and Freida Falcon and the
University band, caused President Ronald Reagan's visit to
the University yesterday to be
something totally different.
With pro-Reagan signs and
banners hanging fromposts and
miniature American flags waving throughout Anderson Arena,
the stage was set for Reagan's
People attending the speech
sang, clapped their hands and
chanted for over two hours waiting for the president's 11 a.m.
arrival.
"It would be an understatement for me to say it's great to
be here," Reagan said, greeting
more than 5,000 students, faculty, administrators and key
area Reagan supporters after
receiving an eight-minute standing ovation.
"What I want to talk to you
about today is something that I
know concerns all of you: peace
'- the prospects for peace, our
views on peace and how we
mean to achieve it," he said.
:- Quoting Pope Paul VI. the
president expressed his desire
not only for peace, but for U.S.
supremacy as a world power comments to which the crowd
responded favorably.
'TEACE WILL not move forward unless effort is extended

audience.
After his speech, Reagan offered to respond to questions
from University students.

and ideas are put forth," he
said, citing his administration's
arms control programs as examples of world peace efforts.
Reagan said remaining open
with adversaries is vital to
achieving world peace, and
steadiness and firmness are necessary in dealing with adversaries.
Although peace talks with the
Soviet Union are virtually nonexistent, Reagan said he would
be willing to resume talks any
time.
"We were flexible, but the
Soviets walked away from the
bargaining table," he said. "We
are prepared to negotiate on
nuclear arms reductions tomorrow if the Soviets so choose."

"There's a fellow going
around the country who says 1
don't answer questions," Reagan said, joking about his oppo-

nent Walter Mondale.
Nine student questions, although general, addressed Central American issues, foreign

relations with the Soviets, the
recent embassy bombing in Beirut and American economic
growth.

Ultimately, Reagan said arms
agreements between the United
States and the Soviet Union are
vital for world survival.
"A nuclear war cannot be won
and must never be fought," he
said as the crowd thundered its
agreement.
Reagan said by establishing
relationships with countries like
China, a former adversary, we
can capitalize on the mutual
respect of and for such global
neighbors.
"THE WORLD is a dangerous
Clace," he said, adding the
nited States must try to be
Sood yet strong neighbors and
emonstrate patience when
dealing with foreign countries.
"Uncle Sam is a friendly old
man, but he has a spine of
steel," Reagan said, which
again brought applause from the

Greetings!
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A smiling President Reagan waves to the crowd outside of the presidential helicopter at the University yesterday.

Gromyko,Shultz meet as prelude to Reagan talks
UNITED NATIONS (AP) Secretary of State George Shultz
and Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko, both smiling and
rela>ed, held "comprehensive
and broad" talks yesterday as a
prelude to Gromyko's meeting
with President Reagan tomorDecisions on improving relations between the superpowers,
such as a resumption of arms
control talks, apparently were
not made here. U.S. officials had
cautioned ahead of time against
expecting any breakthroughs.
But the manner of both men

indicated a positive mood had
been established for the president's meeting with Gromyko at
the White House, which will be
Reagan's first with a top Kremlin leader since taking office.
The Shultz-Gromyko talks,
held at the U.S. Mission to the
United Nations, lasted nearly
three hours. A smiling Gromyko
emerged to tell reporters the
talks would be concluded with
Reagan tomorrow and that he
couldn't answer any questions
until then.
SHULTZ EMERGED a few
minutes later and told reporters

he and Gromyko had "just comCd a comprehensive and
d conversation" to serve as
a background session for the
meeting with the president.
"We look forward to welcoming him when he comes to Washington on Friday," Shultz said.
He also declined to answer any
questions.
But officials said beforehand
that Shultz and Gromyko would
discuss prospects for resuming
arms control negotiations and
that Shultz would also seek Gromyko's reaction to Reagan's
plan for "a better working
relationship" between the su-

Groups protest pre
by Mike Mclntyre
and April McOcUan
While thousands of students
and other people waited in
long lines to hear the president's speech yesterday, another group, the Coalition For
Truth, wanted to bear nothing
be had to say.
Resounding cheers from inside Anderson Arena were
dulled outside by shouts and
chants from an anti-Reagan
rally. It started at 10 a.m. on
the steps of the Student Services Building, moved to the
south entrance of Memorial
Hall after the president's
speech began, marched to the
stops of the Education Building to catch Reagan as he left
the arena and finally went to
the intramural field as be addressed the crowd there before he left the University.
Many of the protesters held

signs and banners displaying
their discontent with Reagan's
policies, while some carried
Mondale-Ferraro posters.
Some of the crowd's complaints included Reagan's policies on human rights, the
defense budget, the military.
Central America, the Equal
Rights Amendment, cuts in
social programs and funding
for education and research,
prayer in public schools, the
national deficit and foreign

ledo organizations.
Steve Best, Junior interpersonal communications major,
participated in the rally. "I
was shocked at the student
support for Reagan because
Mondale is the one trying to
help them," he said.
wade Gibson, second-year
graduate student in industrial
psychology, said he is definitely against the Reagan
campaign.

i Szattai, chairman for
tLi
the University Social Justice

"Those of us who have the
nerve to stand up and tell how
we really feel about it will
accomplish what we want.
And that is to defeat Ronald
Reagan," he said.
John Cathers Jr., a shop
owner at Portside Festival
Marketplace in Toledo, was
more extreme in his dissatisfaction with Reagan.
"I hate Reagan," Cathers
said. "I look in the newspaper
every day to see if be is In the
obituary page."

Committee, said he was
pleased with the turnout for
the rally.
However, be said if there
had been more access to the
area around the Student Services Building, turnout would
have been higher.
THE SOCIAL Justice Committee organised the rally
with Campus Democrats and
other Bowling Green and To-

perpowers.
Gromyko will meet this afternoon with Walter F. Mondale.
the Democratic presidential
hopeful.
Shultz and Gromyko were
both smiling as they entered
their meeting. The two engaged
in some relaxed small talk before the cameras prior to beginning their formal talks behind
closed doors, with the Soviet
official observing that most of
the cameras "seem to be Japanese."
SHULTZ AGREED they
were, but said Kodak, an Ameri-

can firm, is producing new cameras that are "taking business
away from the Japanese... We
are nappy about that."
Although the initial Soviet
Ciiblic response to Reagan's
.N. address was harsh, senior
officials, who spoke on condition
of not being identified, said the
Soviets were signaling a softer
line privately.
But officials cautioned
against expecting any breakthroughs in relations either in
the meeting here or the one in
Washington tomorrow. Larry

Speakes, White House spokesman, said the chief aim of the
talks was to resume a meaningful dialogue with Moscow after
the past several years of rocky
relations.
Gromyko will address the
U.N. General Assembly today
and may react publicly to Reagan's overtures at that time.
Reagan on Monday proposed
regular Cabinet-level meetings
between Washington and Moscow on arms control and other
issues, aimed at "breaking
down the barriers" that divide
the Soviet and American people.

No chance for questions

Leaders meet Reagan
by Mike Mclntyre
staff reporter
Many students said it was an honor to see the
president speak in person yesterday, but few
actually got the opportunity to meet the man.
Ten student leaders were chosen to meet President Reagan after his speech and while they
expected to ask questions and chat with the
president, they only received a quick handshake
and introduction before he left Anderson Arena.
Student leaders chosen to meet the president
were Brian Powers, president of Mortar Board
Bob Torres, president of the Latin Student Union
Lisa Bellm, president of Panhellenic Council.
Bob Wade, president of Undergraduate Student
Government; Julie Needham, president of the
University Activities Organization; Carolyn Van
Schaik, editor of the News; Pam Columbo, president of World Student Association; Kory Tilgner,
president of Graduate Student Senate; Amy
Miller, public relations director for Students for
Reagan-Bush, and Betty Wortman, president of
Alpha Lambda Delta.
"I WAS a little upset that we didn't have the

opportunity to ask questions because we had
some concerns on behalf of the student government that I wanted to express," Wade said. "I
think it was just a PR thing for him. Just an
opportunity for some of the student leaders to
meet the president."
A raffle was used to select 14 students to ask
questions of the president after his speech.
Torres said he wasn't pleased with the questioning format.
'The students who have the knowledge and the
background and who are affected by certain
politics should have been the ones who were
asking the questions," he said. "The students
who did ask the questions had very little knowledge of what they were asking."
Miller disagreed. She said she was very impressed with Reagan's concern for the students
whose questions went unanswered.
"Mr. Reagan said that he wanted to personally
answer each student who didn't get to ask their
question," Miller said, referring to nine of the 14
students who, because of time constraints, were
not able to ask questions. "You could see in his
eyes that he really meant what he said."
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President Reagan visits BG
Anderson Arena
crowd goes wild
by Carole Hornberger
staff reporter

As Reagan's arrival approached, the crowd in Anderson Arena waited anxiously
while waving United States'
flags and chanting "B-G-S-U",
"U-S-A" and "four more
years."
A Secret Service agent who
declined to give his name said
the people were excited.
"This is a great group of
kids," he said. "They are a
conservative group and very
well behaved.
And the crowd went wild when
Reagan came to the podium.
Julie Dalton, freshman elementary education major,
said, "It is really neat that he
came here out of any of the other
schools."
Lt. William Fox of the Bowling Green City Police said the
president's visit to the city was
great because he really did not
expect it to happen.
"Even though I have worked
protecting past presidential visits, I could still feel a charge
made by the vibrations from the
helicopter when Reagan
landed, he said.

BG News/Phil Masturzo
Tim Kime, senior radio-TV-film major, listens intently as President Reagan delivers his speech to students in Anderson Arena.

She went
but didn't
see him

Cheers greet Reagan
by Benjamin Marrison
staff reporter

by Teresa Perretti
staff reporter

It was a onee-in-a-lifetime experience. Waiting in line, walking through metal detectors,
passing through security, standing in the midst of thousands to
see the president of the United
States.
Early yesterday morning, before the helicopters flew in, I
was waiting in a seemingly quiet
crowd. I was waiting for a
glimpse of a Secret Service
agent, a quick look at a media
celebrity and maybe, just
maybe, a sight of the president
himself.
I did not get to see the president, but I did see a few Secret
Service men eyeing the crowd
and I did get a glimpse of Sam
Donaldson and Chris Wallace.
Even though I didn't get to see
him, lust being a part of the
crowd, talking to other students
and laughing about the irony of
having come all this way to see
the president, then getting
pushed behind two tall individuals who blocked your view, was
worth it.
Although the crowd outside
was quiet the first few hours
before the whirring of the helicopters was heard, as soon as
there was movement in the sky,
cheers went up and people beEan pointing and yelling, '"There
e is, there ne is!"
AMERICAN FLAGS were flying, bands were playing and
hands were waving as the four
helicopters landed on the intramural field behind Anderson
Arena. Getting pushed and
shoved on my way to the front, I
met students who were just as
eager to see the president as I
was.
The funny thing was that none
of us saw him getting out of the
helicopter and making his way
to the arena. "Oh well, we'll see
him when he comes out," one
student said.
Even though I didn't get to see
the president, as I waited with
thousands of other students, I
did get to hear his speech over
the loudspeaker system. I could
hear the enthusiasm of the
crowd inside Anderson Arena.
When he did come out, there
was a mad dash for space at the
front of the line and onceagainl
was not in the ideal place.
Oh, well, even though I did not
really get a good look at our
president in 1934, I did get a
brief glimpse of the tall of his
dark brown jacket.

«

SOME OF the audience, able
to see the helicopter land over
television monitors, cheered and
chanted while their anticipation
grew for Reagan's entrance.
Anne Fisher, Falcon Marching Band member and senior

music education major, said she
cried when the president made
his entrance.
"We were playing 'Hail to the
Chief when ne was walking in
and I could not see him," she
said. "It was a very emotional
moment. All I could think about
was, 'My gosh, I'm going to see
the president of the United
States.' I was in awe. I could not
help it. I cried- "
When Rip. Delbert Latta (ROhio) told the crowd the president could not have received a
warmer welcome from any
other campus In the country,
senior marketing and management information systems maSor David Sinnett said he got
lutterflies in his stomach.
"I got this warm feeling deep
inside," Sinnett said. "I really
felt something."
Brian Rasper, senior accounting and management information systems major, said he did
not care if he was a Democrat,
Republican or Independent; he
was just glad he got the chance
to see the president.
MANY STUDENTS said seeing the president was a once-ii
a-llfetime chance. And for Lori
Smith, one of 14 students picked
to question the president, it was
more.
"All I could think of was, 'Oh
my God, I can't believe I am
standing here talking to the
president,' " she said. "I really
do not remember the whole answer; I was just thrilled to be
there."

As the first of the four helicopters flew in, the waving and
cheering began.
Students waved flags, arms
and posters. Each time another
helicopter flew in, cheers grew
louder and waving became more
frantic until, finally, the last
helicopter arrived - the one with
President Reagan inside.
As it got closer to the ground,
almost everyone saw the president sitting inside. He was smiling and waving to the ecstatic
crowd. When the door of his
helicopter opened and he walked
out, the spectators went into a
frenzy.
A Secret Service agent told
people to turn their heads when
the helicopters drew near to
avoid injury from flying debris,
but very few obeyed.
The field was filled with more
than 5,000 people, including students, members of 8 bands and
local residents who wanted to be
a part of the historic occasion.
People of all ages watched

from outside. Mary Segeleon of
Perrysburg brought two of her
sons to the University to see
Reagan. Patrick. 7, her youngest son, smiled when asked if he
was missing school to be at the
University. Patrick said, "I just
want to see the president."
FOLLOWING THE greeting,
the president was whisked off to
the arena.
Many students had accomplished their goal of seeing the
president, while the view of others was obstructed. The audience stayed to see Reagan's
departure.
Not all of the students were
totally pleased with their position outside.
Maria Farkus, junior interior
design major, said she went to
the Republican rally Monday
hoping to get a ticket for Anderson Arena.
"I went to the meeting with
(Rep. Delbert) Latta, but they
ran out of tickets and 30 of us
didn't get one," Farkus said.
She was upset that so many
people inside Anderson Arena
were not students. "I thought
they were only going to let stu-

BG News/Jim Youll
(above) Jeff Keene. junior journalism major, displays his dissatisfaction with reductions in student loans during the protest yesterday,
(right) President Reagan graciously accepts a token of appreciation
from Freddie and Frelda Falcon.

dents in. That's not fair - this is
our University."
Mike Janecek, senior labor
relations major, said he disapproved of Latta's receiving so
many tickets. "I think it kind of
defeats the purpose of coming to
a University when there are so
many older people inside."
CHRIS SARANTOS was having trouble seeing the president
and decided to climb a tree to
get a better look. "Those guys
made me get down," she said,
pointing to a police officer and a
Secret Service agent.
The greek system took a rap
from Amy Hallenbrook, sophomore elementary education major. "I have nothing against
greeks, but when I found out the
frats and sororities got tickets
before anyone else, I was very
upset. They got two chances to
get tickets - at their houses and
at the ice arena."
Marcia Burton, an Elmwood
High School teacher from
Wavne, compared this occasion
to ihe Olympics which she also
attended. "They are both very
exciting," Burton said. "I just
had to Be here."

BG News/Phil Mastuno

University expenses total $17.462

Extensive security plans insure safety
by April McClellan
staff reporter

President Reagan's visit to
the University yesterday turned
out to be a safe one, thanks to
effective security operations by
the Secret Service, campus police and area police departments, according to area
officials.

In addition to an undisclosed
number of Secret Service
agents, security for the president's speech was handled by 20
campus police officers, 160 officers from area departments and
about 30 Bowling Green city
police officers, University President Paul Olscamp said.
The large force was necessary

to police Reagan's crowd of onlookers. Roughly 12,000 - 7,000
outside and 5,000 inside - went to
Anderson Arena for the president's speech, Bill Bess, director of the Department of Public
Safety, said.
BESS, WHO had worked with
the White House advance team
since last Tuesday, was happy
with the way the security forces

worked together.
"I'm delighted with the spirit
of cooperation and the attitude
of getting the lob done efficiently," Bess said. "And (there
was) minimal friction."
Campus police worked overtime to assure the president's
safety, running up about $3,000
in overtime salaries, according
to Bess.

The White House, advance
team will pay overtime costs,
part of a total $17,462 in University charges, Olscamp said.
University staff and students
will be paid $12,515 in overtime
by the advance team. Other
charges were $314 for platforms
and chairs and $4,633 for commodities and materials, Olscamp said.
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rDateline— She demands respect and gets it
Thursday, Sept. 27

Ballet Master Class Odette Lalonde of Le Ballets
Jazz de Montreal will conduct
a jazz ballet master class at
10 a.m. in 105 Eppler North.
The class is open to about 25
dancers with ballet experience as well as observers.
For more details and reservations, contact Deborah Tell at
the School of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation,
372-2395.
Classic Fflm - The Lenhart
Classic Film Series will present the original
version of
"King Kong'rat 8p.m. in Gish
Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
Free and open to all.
Psychology "CoUoquia" - Ed
Donnerstein will discuss violence against women as depicted in the media and its
effects on behaviors and attitudes. The meeting will be in
112 Life Sciences 3:30 to 5:30
p.m. Free and open to all.
Public Stargazing - Anyone
interested in stargazing
should wait by the elevator on
the ground floor of the Physical Sciences Laboratory after
entering the building using
the west door. Groups will be
escorted to the roof at 9:30
and 10:30 p.m. Free and open
to all.
University Theater Auditions
- Auditions for the Tennessee
Williams play "Summer and
Smoke" are being held 7 to 10
6m. in 405 University Hall,
ripts are available in 322
South Hall. Free and open to
all.

Female nightguard not a 'bruiser'
by Stephanie Lopuszynckl
reporter

A can of Coke, a stack of books
and a clipboard lie jumbled on
the table in front of Laurie
Hepner as she prepares to start
her night's work, but she is not
studying in the library, nor is
she grading last-minute papers
as a teaching assistant.
Hepner, sophomore international business major, is a female nightguard in Batchelder.
Her job begins at midnight,
when most students are either
falling asleep or socializing.
"I wanted this job because I
needed the money and I love to
stay up late - I'm really a night
person," she said. "Now, I have
the opportunity to meet a lot of
people and get my studying done
at the same time.
"It's really more fun than I
thought, because the RAs and
hall directors are super and I've
worked out my schedule so that I
can still have time to do what I
want," she added.
Eileen Lindisch, junior elementary education major, said
her job as a nightguard in
Founders includes periodic
rounds of the building to make

According to Dan Parent, senior education and pre-law maior and veteran nightguard at
founders, there are more female nightguards this year than
there were when he started
three years ago. He also said he
believes there are fewer problems in the residence halls when
a female is working.
"A guy who's a troublemaker
will hit a male nightguard but
would generally never hit a
girl." he said, "and the girls I've
worked with are able to handle
most situations because they
won't take shit from anybody.
With her small-boned figure,
sophomore Founders night§uard Sherri Stevens said she
oes not think of herself as a
"bruiser," a common stereotype of female nightguards.
''If you demand respect,
you'll get it," she said.

Hall security

INDIAN CUISINE
RESTAuRANT

tAn6ooR

Just 112 block east of Main Street

Food Cooked in Tandoor's Clay Ovens

$1 -55

"Net just another Sab Shop. . .
but sandwiches and food of Quality!"
Free Delivery $3.00 minimum
10-10 p.m.

FISH BEGAM RAHAR
KEEMA MATAR
• BIRLAINIES
CHICKEN BIRIANIES
LAMB BIRIANIES
• VEGETABLE
PANEER MATAR
VEGETARIAN CURRY
CAULIFLOWER BHAJI
• BREADS
NAAN PANOOOII«PU«l<NHAPAII
We Cater Parties & Special Groups

MURGH TANDOORI
FIILET Of LAMB
SHEESH KABAB
• CURRIES
CHICKEN AMARKALI
CHICKEN MALAI
ROGAN JOSH
SHAHI KORMA
LAMB DO PIAZA
SHRIMPH MASALA

LUNCH 11:30-2:30
DINNER 5 30-UPM
SUNDAY DINNER 5 30-10.30

Photo/Carol Murphy

r

Eileen Lindisch, sophomore, checks student ID cards in Founders Hall as part of her nightguard job. Lindisch
works from midnight until 6 a.m.

-Toledo's Only Indian Restaurant-

BJ'S
FOOD EMPORIUM

• Fresh Ground Hamburgers
• BJ's Famous Chili Dog
•10 Different Subs
• Bar-B-Q Ribs
• Spaghetti Dinners-Wednesday-—
• Shakes • Sodas • Malts

sure all doors are locked and
checking fire extinguishers and
lounges.
"I REALLY like being a
nightguard, but I must admit
that the best part of my job is
unlocking the doors at 6 a.m.
because I can go home to sleep,"
Lindisch said.

385-7467

JJ47 SOUTH REYNOLDS

SPECIAL Any Large 16" On* Item Pizza For

$]SO

plus a FREE 2 Liter btl.
of PEPSI with this
coupon, fl H0.20
value. Ask for when
ordering.

»

Ex. itwna fl «a
Chicago Style Enra

Open 4 P.m.

FREE DELIVERY

u

One Coupon Per Piiia

rlUUlOlH
mav »
jos N mom
le«»m Grxi OHo

352-5166

Expires 9/30/84

Voted Bett Plua In B.C

''•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■ee*B*B*B*B*B*H*B*a*B*a»a*a«a«B«B*B*B*B*BoBeeeB*e*B*B*B*BeB*B«B*B*B*B«B*B*a*B*Ba

IT'S A GOOD TIME
lMCDonaw
FOR THE GREAT TASTE
*
SM

Stop by our Campus location
and enjoy our bright new
atmosphere!
McDonald's

1470 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
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—Editorial—
Questions irrelevant
Students got an opportunity to question the president of the United States yesterday after his
speech. Unfortunately, all but one of the nine
questions Reagan answered were too general, too
trivial or both.
If students had asked more specific questions, it
would have left a more favorable impression on the
president and local, state and national media.
For example, a more appropriate question might
have addressed Reagan's education policies. He
was at the University to cater specifically to the
student vote, yet he has been in support of cutting
funds for education. These include not only direct
funding to institutions, but also limiting the number
of student loans.
Another obvious question could have dealt with
Reagan's support of a law punishing states which
do not have a minimum drinking age of 21. The law
withholds transportation funding from states such
as Ohio which desperately need this financial
backing. Although Reagan claims he has given the
| government back to the people, he is willing to
punish a state which voted last November not to
raise the drinking age to 21. Slightly contradictory
statements.
The only "good" question presented to Reagan
was about his decision not to import foreign steel. It
was the one question specific enough to get a
specific, substantial answer.
More students need to be aware of current events
such as this. Somehow it seems irrelevant to
question the president on his advice for students.
On ABC's "World News Tonight" yesterday,
White House correspondent Sam Donaldson noted
the situation. He reported students had a chance to
shoot questions at the president, "but most of them
shot valentines."

Jesse Helms and UN genocide
by George F. Will
Although Ronald Reagan has
suddenly become the seventh
president to endorse ratification
of the U.N. treaty against genocide, a conservative senator
from North Carolina - Jesse
Helms, taking up where Sam
Ervin of North Carolina left off
in the 1970s - has put sand in the
gears of the process. How, you
ask, can anyone oppose a treaty
opposing genocide? Easily, u
you start by reading it. Perhaps
Eisenhower did; in any case, he
did not favor it
The United Nations adopted it
in 1948. President Truman favored ratification, but the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee would not send it to
the floor. Nixon was the nest
President to send it to the Senate, where Ervin tied the process in wholesome knots.
The treaty commits signatories to prevent and punish individuals responsible for
genocide, which it defines as
committing any of the following
acts against a national, ethnic,
racial or religious group: killing
members of the group; causing
severe bodily or mental harm to
members; inflicting conditions

designed to bring about the
group's physical destruction in
whole or In part; preventing
births; taking children away
from the group.
The traditional conservative
objection to the treaty is that it
jeopardizes U.S. sovereignty,
giving foreign powers a pretext
for stigmatizing, in their courts
or international tribunals, U.S.
racial or foreign policies as genocidal.
You say large deficits are bad
things? Outlaw them. Amend
the Constitution - verily, call a
constitutional convention. You
say genocide is a bad thing? Ban
it. Take the genocidal to court.
TheNew York Tunessays, "Ratification would reaffirm and
strengthen the world's capacity
to act against mass murder/'
Oh? Something like genocide is
being committed against religious minorities in Iran and
elsewhere, and ethnic groups in
Uganda and elsewhere. Would
ratification make a particle of
difference to U.S. policy - and if
so, how, or why?
The Los Angeles Times says
that ratification will put the
United States "firmly on record
in behalf of the rule of law."
Wrong. Ratification will not dis-

guise the fact that no one thinks
of it other than as a gesture.
How is the rule of law enhanced
by an unenforceable tissue of
miscast definitions - by a document that disregards the fact
that internationallaw, such as it
is, is an intramural code for the
like-minded, useful among nations that share common values
but not germane to dealing with
totalitarian or other gangster
regimes?
Tne Washington Post says tne
treaty "allows the United States
to make a clear moral
statement." But acts of dubious
morality do not make moral
statements. Presenting this
treaty as even relevant to the
ongoing tragedy of genocide is
an evasion of moral choice. Ratification deepens the moral
self-satisfaction of the safe,
while doing nothing for those in
jeopardy.
The treaty had been ratified
by nearly 90 nations in the mid'70s when genocide consumed
Cambodia. The treaty was irrelevant. The way to have prevented genocide in Cambodia
was to nave won the war in
Indochina.
Under the language the treaty
of the Soviet regime is today,

and has been for 67 years, guilty
regarding its treatment of various national, ethnic and religious groups. If the treaty is
ratified, would the United States
promptly try to bring the Soviet
regime to the bar of justice? Of
course not; it is like pulling teeth
to get even this conservative.
administration to issue congres-;
sionally mandated reports on;
Soviet violations of arms-control
agreements.
No, the treaty would be just
another pretty patch on the quilt
of hypocrisy typified by the Helsinki process, in which we solemnly discuss the rights of trade
unions and journalists.
After 44 months of allowing the treaty to gather dust, the
administration, two months before an election, has dusted it
off. No doubt some deep thinker
la thinking about the Jewish
vote. One can imagine what
survivors of the Holocaust think
of a treaty perfectly designed to
restrain through its moral authority any regime that believes
in both genocide and the rule of
law.
George F. Will is a writer tor
the Washington Post Writers
Group.

Adults need class
for sexual devices
by Art Buchwald

be permitted to deliver babies
anywhere they please, no matter how much havoc it will cause
in the future.
They are angry with anyone
interfering in the stork delivery
Sirogram. While no one chalenges their belief that storks
should be permitted to drop babies willy nilly all over the
place, many people are disturbed that they want to impose
their views on others who feel
differently about the matter.
The pro-storkers accuse peoEle who don't want babies of
eing stork killers, and they
demand all anti-stork remedies
be taken off the market.

With all the controversy going
on about abortion and contraceptive devices, it's time to have
a Remedial Sex Education
course for adults.
As everyone is aware, a baby
is delivered by a stork.
The question is, how does the
stork know if the person wants a
baby or not? The answer is, it
doesn't.
The stork is a very dumb bird
and never questions when it
drops a baby on somebody's mat
whether it is welcome or not.
Sometimes it dumps a baby at
a teenager's house; other times
They want to close down any
it may deposit one with a family
that doesn't have enough to eat, private or government agency
and on many occasions it deliv- that advises women on how to
ers its package to somebody who keep the stork away from their
door. They refuse to accept the
doesn't even like children.
The stupid stork never thinks fact that while their teachings
that an unwanted baby can grow have made the stork infallible,
up to be an unwanted adult, other people in the world may
lacking in love and mad at the have some reservations about
whole damn world. The bird the bird swooping down unandoesn't hesitate to leave one at a nounced on a stoop or tenement
door where there is no father, apartment.
The stork issue has become
and the mother is forced to raise
the most emotional one in the
it all alone.
Years ago women got American political campaign.
angry at the stork making so The pro-stork and anti-stork facmany mistakes. They demanded tions are splitting the country.
"stork control" and protection Those politicians who advocate
from unwelcome bundles on "stork control" have been put on
their steps. Bowing to pressure, hit lists and attacked from the
American industry developed an pulpit.
At the moment, the law of the
entire array of anti-stork devices to scare the bird away. land is that if you want to keep a
While not completely stork- stork from dropping a baby on
proof, the devices did cut down you, you can legally do so. But
on the number of indiscriminate the pro-storkers are working
deliveries the stork had been feverishly to change this, so you
have to take delivery whether
making.
Since the anti-stork mech- you want to or not.
The majority of women in the
anisms did no harm to the bird,
they were sold in drugstores and country insist they should decide
were even made free to those for themselves whether they
want a bundle of joy from the big
who couldn't afford them.
You would think that every- bird or not.
The majority of men couldn't
one would be happy to have
devices on the market that could care less because when they're
keep a stork from depositing an out to have a good time the last
unwelcome baby on a doorstep. thing they think about is the
But this doesn't seem to be the stork.
case. There are well-meaning
people in this country who fer- Art Buchwaldis a writer for the
vently believe that storks should Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
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Do golf clubs have handicaps?
by Hugh A. Mulligan
Lee Trevino's wife Claudia
added an encouraging new epigram to Golf's Anthology of
Fairway Fantasies while
cheering the 44-year-old Merry
Mex on to his convincing win in
this year's P.G.A.
championship.
"Your golf clubs don't know
how old you are," she consoled
him when his creaking bones
seemed to be letting a slim lead
slip away in the third round.

Lovely. Touching. Inspiring
indeed are these words of wifely
comfort to a popular and courageous pro who has not even been
able to play any practice rounds
because of recurring back troubles.
My golf clubs don't seem to
get the message. My bambooshafted blade putter communicates the opposite thought that
both of us should be pursuing a
"featherie," the old featherfilled, unmottled golf ball,
across some ancient Scottish

moor in a foursome arrayed in
plaid plus-fours and tasseled
tam-o-shanters and kept going
in the back nine by greedy gulps
at a hip flask brimming with the
bonnie malt essence bubbled up
in the Highlands' brakes and
braes. Electric carts didn't exist
when my clubs were born.
In golf, the Fountain of Youth
is just another water hazard.
The sands of time are a treacherous bunker scuffed and furrowed with botched wedge
shots.

MV Feu.OW AMERICANS> X AM PLEASED
TO TELL, Nt>U -THAT IV* S.&rJ"=t> uE6*5UATiOrJ
THAT WILL oOTiAWTWe NATlONlAU D6BT
FOR&J&<.
IMG COLLAPSES fc*CO-iNS
•

\tA Rv/E MlN!_rTT~S.

Faithful reader and avid golfer
Dail West plays at a course
called "Shangri-la" near his
home in Miami, Okla., where
apparently old duffers never die
or show their age. West is a
collector of golf epigrams and
fairway folklore. He has turned
his hobby into a cottage industry
of inscribing golfs more memorable mots on wall plaques
suitable for display in locker
rooms, gin mills, club houses
and family dens.
Collector West has asked my
opinion, and I, in turn, pass the
buck to the readers, of the
plaque-ability of some of the
following divots dug deep from
golfs rich soil of wit and wis• From the ever-optimistic
Chi Chi Rodriguez: "The older I
get. the longer my drives used to ■
• From the immortal Vince
Lombardi. who apparently
never left his best round at the
driving range: "Practice
doesn't make perfect. Perfect
practice makes perfect."
• From Dean Martin, a regular at Hollywood Hills, or at
least in the clubhouse: "If you
drink,1 don't drive. Don't even
putt.'
• From Will Rogers, the first
comedian to play with presidents: "Golf was once a rich
man's sport. Now there are millions of poor players."
• From Arnold Palmer, commanding general of Arnie's
Army, to his loyal troops: "The
more I practice, the luckier I
seem to get"
• From Franklin P. Adams,
another columnist who transferred his frustration from the
typewriter to the first tee: "Always tell the truth. You may
make a bole-in-one some day
when you're alone."
'•From the ever-young Sam
Snead, who accomplished what
he set out to do: "The only
reason I ever played golf in the
first place was so I could afford
to hunt and fish."
Hugh A. Mulligan is a special
correspondentfor the Associated Press.
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Rosh Hashanah begins

Union TV draws crowd Jews welcome new year
by Don Lee

staff reporter
The color could have been
better and the sound was
tinny, but the crowd which
eathered in the University
nion's Grand Ballroom yesterday to see President Reagan on television was only a
little less enthusiastic than
the crowd on the screen.
WBGU-TV provided closedcircuit TV coverage of Reagan's visit on a lOVfe-foot by
14-foot projection screen.
Just more than half the 1.400 chairs set up in the Ballroom were taken up by
viewers who either couldn t
get, or didn't feel like getting,
a ticket to see the president in
Anderson Arena.
Eight people were in the

Ballroom by 9:30 a.m., and
the room was filling by 10:40
ajn. as WBGU cameras tracked the four helicooters carrying the presidential party.
THERE WERE a few
browsers but no buyers
looking at print samples at
the fine art show and sale
next to the viewing area. Barbara Thompson, representative for Avner Arts of New
York City, sponsor of the
show, stayed at her table
through the speech.
"I see a lot of famous people working in New York so I
guess I'm used to it," she
said. "I just stayed over here
and listened." Thompson said
she does not support Reagan.
"I'd rather be out there (in
Anderson) but since the fra-

ternities and sororities got all
the tickets I might as well be
here," said Ann Barker, sophomore restaurant management major and Union
employee. "I don't support
Reagan, so I guess it doesn't
really matter.
"I CAME 100 miles to see
this, so you could say I would
have preferred to have been
(in Anderson)," said Reagan
supporter Gillian George of
New Knoxville, Ohio. "There
wasn't any news about tickets
being available for this."
"Tnere isn't much noise in
here but there was probably
clearer audio over in Anderson," said George's father
and fellow Reagan supporter
Harold Elliott of Delta, Ohio.
"But he (Reagan) was great.
I agreed with everything he

Jazz, ballet troupe visits
The Bowling Green State University Artist Series began its
new season last night with a
performance by Les Ballets
Jazz De Montreal.
Sponsored by the University
Cultural Arts Committee, the
dance troupe was chosen to perform here because of its combination of jazz and ballet
training. Les Ballet Jazz poses a
paradox of style which does not

fit into the recognized categories
of ballet or modern dance.
The contradiction lies in differences between ballet and
jazz. Ballet is an exercise of
discipline composed of fixed
poses and steps combined with
light, flowing movements. But
jazz utilizes improvisation, syncopated rhythm and energetic
use of freedom of expression.

9.

The troupe began touring in
1977 and in 1982 it danced in six
countries before 90,000 people.
Most of its performances are in
Canada, however.
Odette Lalonde. a member of
the company, will be teaching a
master class today at 10 a.m. in
105 Eppler North. The class is
open to 25 dancers with ballet
experience.

by Jill Trudeau
assistant copy editor
Today may not be special to
many University students, but
to Jewish students, it marks the
beginning of a new year.
The celebration of Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year,
began last night at sundown ana
will end tomorrow at sundown.
But the holiday is not all celebration, said David Weinberg,
associate professor of history
and adviser for the Jewish Students Group. "It's a festive and
Joyous occasion but also a time
or soul searching."
Weinberg said the new year
"begins a period of serious
thought about behavior and action over the past year."
The next 10 days are a time

for reflection and one-on-one
encounters to patch up misunderstandings and wrongdoings
of the last year, he said.
Then comes Yom Kippur on
Oct. 6. It means "day of atonement" and "climaxes that period of soul-searching,"
Weinberg said, when Jews come
together to ask forgiveness of
God and one another and
strength for the coming year.
Yom Kippur runs from sundown next Friday to sundown
next Saturday and is a day of
complete fast for all Jews except those with health problems
which would make fasting unsafe.
THE JEWISH Students Group
will have a Yom Kippur "breakfast" after sundown next Saturday at the home of Emil Dan-

sker, associate professor of
journalism.
The tradition of Rosh Hashanah includes attending synagogue services and a large
family meal, usually with apples
and honey to signify the sweetness of the new year.
Since Bowling Green has no
synagogue, the group has organized rides to the three synagogues in Toledo for both Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur.
University professors have
been asked to give excused absences to students observing the
holiday so they are permitted to
make up missed work.
Weinberg. who started the
Jewish Students Group in 1971,
said the group serves the University's 250 to 300 Jewish students, but only 10 to IS
participate regularly.

Celebrate Our Banner Year!
Festival Series 84-85
presents
HARMONIE WIND ENSEMBLE
"An Unalloyed delight" The New York Times
Wednesday, October 3
8:00 p.m.
Kobacker Hall

Moore Musical Arts Center, BGSU
Tickets:'11. *9, '7. &'5
Box Office open 10-2 weekdays
or call 3720171

. Almost
,,Jmost oneiinou^Qi
one in lour adult Americans
» m/\mencan rwan has nign b|00d pressure. This
^^ASSOCiatiOn
amounts to 37,330.000 people according to an American Heart
WETS FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE A^L esllrnaIe.

B.G. DRIVE-THRU

MICK PAYNE

NEW LATE NIGHT HOURS
8-12:45 - M-S
8-12:00 - Sunday

plays old favorites for
your entertainment
-James Taylor
-Neil Young
at

DiBenedettos
EVERY FRIDAY
FROM 9-1

352-4663

(across fIom
Harshman-Anderson)

1432 E. Woostei

CAINS POTATO CHIPS
1.89 1 lb.
LIKE 8 pk & Deposit
1.39
OLD MILWAKEE SUITCASE
STATE MIN
ALL WINES
POPULAR PRICES
AT THi END OF S. College

Ice - For only $ 1

Elsewhere
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EPA lists cleanup sites
U ^ilONTOWN (AP) - A list of
hazardous waste sites believed
to have been obtained from the
U.S Environmental Protection
Agency names the Industrial
Excess Landfill as one of the
worst toxic waste dumps in the
nation.
Rep. Ralph Regula, R-Navarre, said the landfill in Lake
Township in northeast Ohio
ranks fourth on a list of 203
hazardous sites revealed by
Rep. James Florio, D-N.J.
Regula has confirmed that
Florio's office gave him a copy
of the list, which reportedly
ranks the sites the EPA has
identified as dangerous enough
to qualify for cleanup under the
federal Superfund program.
Regula said the EPA list puts
the 203 sites into 11 groups, with
two sites in Utah comprising
Group 1 and a dump in Tampa,
Fla . and the Industrial Excess
Landfill the sole occupants of
Group 2.

Six Ohio sites are on the list,
according to Regula, including
the General Electric plant in
Coschocton and the Alsco Anaconda dump near Gnadenhutten
in Tuscarawas County, which
are in Group 4. He said the Van
Dale junkyard in Marietta and
the Sanitary Landfill Co. in Dayton are in the 10th group, and
Republic Steel's quarry in Elyria is in Group 11.
Ben Everidge, Florio's press
secretary, said Tuesday the list
was given to Florio by reliable
EPA sources. He said they have
determined the list to be "substantially accurate" and said
the groupings are in order of
severity.
THERE ARE 538 sites on the
EPA's current "national priority list" for Superfund cleanup.
Ohio already has 22 dumps on
the list.
Regula says he has lobbied

several months for the cleanup
of the Industrial Excess Landfill
site and that "everything possible has to be done to help those
people."
The Senate Finance Committee is considering legislation
Kissed in the House to expand
e Superfund from $1.6 billion
to more than $10 billion. Regula
said time is working against
Senate passage of the expansion
bill, but said tie's confident Superfund will be reauthorized
when Congress reconvenes in
January.
Industrial Excess operated
from 1966 to 1979. Lake Township Trustee Dave Herbert said
he wasn't surprised by the
dump's high ranking, but cautioned he wasn't certain Florio
had a "true list."
"We always thought the problem was serious," he said. '"The
Eroblem has been getting others
i recognize the severity of the
problem."

Congratulations District
Representatives:
DISTRICT 1 - Mark Eckstein
DISTRICT 2 - Jeff Metzger
DISTRICT 3 - John Schultz
DISTRICT 4 - Robert Roche
DISTRICT 5 - Lindsey Town
OFF-CAMPUS DISTRICT - Timothy
Gill, Nancy Castelli, Kevin Ross , Dee
Dee Jablon, Carylon Fritz

Can tailor treatments

Leukemia test developed
that almost all of these leukemia victims have breaks,
rearrangements and other
defects In the chromosomes
of their bone marrow cells.
Chromosomes are lone
strings of genes that carry all
the information of human inheritance. Each cell contains
23 pairs of chromosomes.
Doctors have long noticed
that not everyone responds
the same to leukemia treatment. Some patients have
lengthy remissions while others die quickly, but no one
knew how they differed.
"Now we know the reason
is that leukemia is very complex," Yunis said in an interview. "There are many
diseases that happen to be
chromosomal, and depending
on the chromosome defect,
they have a different severity."
Yunis said he will soon publish a similar study showing
specific chromosomal flaws
in lymphoma victims.
The chromosome analysis,
he says, may "become an
essential routine test in leukemia" that will guide doctors
in picking the most appropriate therapy.

BOSTON (AP) - A test that
spots specific defects in the
genes of leukemia victims
can be used to determine how
long they will live and what
kind of treatment will help
them most, a study concludes.
Seemingly identical forms
of cancer may actually result
from different genetic malfunctions, and a person's outlook can vary accordingly.
The new work is part of an
effort to identify these genetic
flaws and see how they are
related to survival.
Researchers from the University of Minnesota Medical
School found 17 different genetic defects in adults with
acute nonlymphocytic leukemia, and they discovered that
three different kinds are closely linked with how long the
patients will live.
The test, called high-resolution chromosome analysis,
was developed by Dr. Jorge
Yunis. He and colleagues described the latest results in
today's New England Journal
of Medicine.
THE DOCTORS discovered

THE PEOPLE with the
best outlook had a defect
called inversion 16. In this
abnormality, a section of the
16th chromosome breaks
free, flips end for end and
then rejoins the chromosome.
Nine percent of the victims
had an inversion 16. They had
complete remissions ranging
from 12 to 45 months, and
their median survival was 25
months.
In contrast, the 14 percent
who had four or more different chromosomal defects had
a very poor prognosis. Their
median survival was 2V4
months.
Between these two extremes were 11 percent of the
patients who had trisomy 8,
an extra eighth chromosome.
Their median survival was 10
months.
The largest group was people with a single miscellaneous defect, and there were
wide variations in how long
these people lived.

WE'REAmerican
LOOKING
FOR TROUBLE
Heart Association

"ROCK NIGHT"
with

H Serving You!

A Yearbook
9
"Saves Your Life../

The latest study successfully analyzed the chromosomes of 99 leukemia victims
and found defects in 92 of
them.

WFAL

BOWLING GREENS ROCK AUTHORITY

and Buttons
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 7th
Free Admission with B.G. ID card
For more details, call WFAL Rock line
2-2418

Domino's Doubles
Pizza
Delivers
^At<

Hours 4:00-2:00 Sun-Thurs
4:00-3:00 Fri & Sai
1616 E. Woostar

352-1539

THINK ABOUT IT!

Order your KEY TODAY
in the Union Oval
9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Limited Delivery
Area

DINNER FOR
TWO

<fc C QQ

4>0.cJcJ

2 10" on<rit*m pizzas
plus 1 Cola
Fast, Fraa Dallvary"

-• \l\
71

Good at location
listed
352-1530
1616 E. Wooster
Bowling Green

One Coupon Per Order

and GET A FREE PRIZE!

DINNER FOR
FOUR

$7.99

2 12" one-item pizzas
Faat, Fraa Dallvary"
and 2 Colas
Good at locations
listed

352-1530
1616 E. Wooster
Bowling Green

One Coupon Per Order

Domino's Pizza Guarantees 30 Minute Delivery Or $3.00 Off
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Keep The Kup
when you buy Sunkist Orange Soda

ONLY
$1.00
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Refill the cup anytime in the Snack Bars
or Dining Halls, where Sunkist is sold and
get 22 oz for the price of 16 oz. (Sunkist ONLY)

Kups available in

araara

ns

1/"><,<T\

G ARDEN
TERRACE

22 ounce reusable plastic kup,
collect a set while supply lasts.

Starts Tonight
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Falcon kickers shutout hapless Hurons, 3-0
by Tom Reed
sports reporter

YPSILANTI, Mich.- Yesterday Bowling Green's soccer
team had more difficulty handling Eastern Michigan's unruly ball boys then the Huron
Mayers, as the Falcons coasted

a 3-0.
6BG's
explosive offense domi-

nated the entire match, outshooting EMU 27-6,enroute to its
fourth straight win. In fact, the
only time BG lost its momentum
was when the ball boys failed to
get the ball to Falcon players
trying to in bound it.
"These little guys were the
worst I've ever seen," fullback
Tod Johnson said. "They were
doing everything, but what they
were suppose to do. They were

talking to each other and lucking
balls around while the game was
going on. I think the ball boys
were part of Eastern's stratet

While
Lie the ball boys disrupted
the Falcons rythem, nothing
could stop their pin point passing, which heaa coach Gary
Palmisano said was the key to
the win.
"Our offense looked good,"
Palmisano said. "Today was the
first time this season we put two
or three good passes together. I
was pleased with this because it
created some great scoring opportunities. Overall this was the
best we have passed this season."
IT WAS A long pass by striker
Dennis Wesley which set up the
Falcons' first goal eight minutes
into the match. Wesley lofted the

ball to Gary Mexicotte who
headed a shot that was knocked
down by the Huron goalie. However, senior Mark Jackson collected the rebound and drilled it
into the net for his fifth goal of
the season.
Though BG kept up the offensive pressure, it was unable to
score again before halftime.
The Falcons opened the second half with a quick flury of
shots. BG was finally rewarded
when Wesley headed in a Pat
Kenney crossing pass at the
12:45 mark. The goal was Wesley's first since returning from
knee surgery two games ago.
And despite the cold weather
last year's leading scorer said
his knee felt fine.
"The knee has been getting
better with each game," Wesley
said. "I think I am starting to

get back into the swing of things,
today was definitely my best
game physically."
ANOTHER FALCON who is
improving with each game
according to Palmisano is freshman Larry Valbueno.
"Larry s getting better and
better, lie played a super game
this afternoon. Both he and Kurt
Davis did a great job in the
midfield area, Palmisano said.
It was Valbueno's corner kick
which set up BG's final goal. Off
Valbueno's in bounds kick, Mexicotte headed the ball to freshman Steve Aleric who headed
the ball into net for his first
career goal.
BG, 5-3, returns to action Sunday when they travel to Kalamazoo, Mich, to face Western
Michigan at 2 p.m.

JOURNALISM 300 ADMISSIONS

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURBII

Students wishing to enroll springsemester in Journalism 300-Introduction to Journalistic Writing,
must fill our a form before Friday, October 12, in
the School of Journalism, Room 103 University
Hall.
Preference will be given tojournalism majors
and RTVF, education and sports management
majors who satisfy the four prerequisites. However, other majors will be admitted as space
permits.

12933 KRAMER RD
— B.G. —
BG's LARGEST
AND MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

352-7031

Nonmajors should submit a current copy of their transcript.Persons who are deficient in prerequisites should submit a typed letter
of petition to the Admissions Committee of the School of Journalism.
The prerequisites are: 1) grade of "C" or better in English 112 2)
grade of "C" or better in Journalism 103 or RTVF 260 3) passing
score on the English grammar test that is administered by the
School of Journalism and 4) a grade point average of at least 2.7
for 30 semester hours of courses.

V/SA

WHY BUY DIAMONDS FROM US?

BG News/Phil Masturzo
Bowling Green soccer player Joe Barros brings the ball up
field in a recent game against Ohio Weslyan. The Falcons
defeated Eastern Michigan yesterday, 30, in Ypsilanti, Mich.
PREPARE

. toambancorcMftaaclMMua
. Urn Mi cm OakaM tUa «
■ EM* IESI»1«" -aa w ma* d am
Men M B<oa~nB~i iMnfc
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MSKP • NMB • VOE • ECFMG • FLEX • NOB • RN BDS
SSAT • PSAT • SAT ACHIEVEMENTS
SPEEDREADING

Kfll

Kaplan Educational Cantat
3550 Sacor Rd Sulla 201

Don't forget to place your Homecoming Mum
order as soon as possible!!!

Sweetheart

Red Roses

$5.00
$6.00

Planters, Mum Plants, floor
Plants, Mylar & Regular Balloons
(Helium Filled)

Tolado. Oh 43608

phooa: 539-3701

MILTON'S

CASH & CARRY

CARNATIONS

COoU»y D MM « MM Mm
WM ma* *m CUM* torn o,

rtMnttnternMtt
Cmtll* ■> M> t M OM Mr < "I *
cuMHOicrtn
OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE
GREPSYCH & BIO • MAT • PCAT • OCAT • VAT • TOEFL

i tavcatwiul CIDIII
lilt 'II....no.

Fancy, Long Stem

FOR

MCAT»LSAT»GMAT
SAT»ACT»DAT«GRE«CPA

*

Serving BG * Courteous and
since 1918
Friendly service)

*

Special order *
Service

Special selections

*

Our prices are *
worth comparing

4 ways to pay

^

IEWELKYMORI

THE WEEKEND
IS HERE!!
Now Featuring:

MIXED
COMPANY

* BOWLING GREEN. OHIO

Ph. 353-6691

^7
434E.WOOSTER
N£
«5* IN THE DAIRY QUEEN BLDG. fj>

Hours: Alon and Thurs 10-8
Tues, Wed, Fri, 10-6

Sat. 10-5

HAPPY HOURS:
Mon-Fri 4:00-7:PM |
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Ruggers thump Miami in grudge match
by Roger Mazzarella
sports reporter

Bowling Green's club rugby
team joined the "thump Miami''
bandwagon last weekend as the
Falcon ruggers beat Midwest
champion Redskins 14-12, 20-0,
and 8-0. It was the first time in
the 16 year history of the rivalry
that either team has been able to
sweep the four match series.
For the Falcons the match
sweep was sweet revenge following a bitter loss to MU last
spring in the Midwest
championships. The Redskins,
on the other hand, will surely be
regarded as the underdogs in
this year's meeting of the two
teams in November's Ohio Intercollegiate Championships.
Any thoughts of a November
rematch were secondary to the
victory at hand.
"All we heard since August
was how their (Miami) forwards
were going to eat us alive," BG
captain Dave Meyer said.
Head coach BUI Cotton was
also pleased with not only the
victorv but also his squad's
overall play.
"Aside from our rucking

(when the forwards pile on a
tackled ball carrier) and a second half tackling problem, we
Clayed well enough to deserve
le win," the BG mentor said.
WHAT INITIALLY appeared
to be a Falcon rout in the first
match gradually turned into a
touch-and-go situation featuring
slashing runs and goal line defenses. BG jumped out to a 7-0
lead on a penalty kick by Glen
Schwab and a try (a four-point
touchdown) on an end aroundtype play by fullback Dave Wilt.
Halftime brought a palatable
change in momentum and,
within minutes, MU's all-Midwest scrum half J.R. Hassett
scored a pair of tries to put
Miami on top 8-7. Schwab put the
Falcons back on top 14-8 with a
try followed by a 35-yard penalty
kick, but then the Falcons had to
fend off a late game MU surge
with Hassett scoring his third
try. When the Redskins conversion kick hit the crossbar and
dropped without crossing, the
Falcons had survived the most
serious threat to their unbeaten
streak.
The loss seemed to have
stunned the Redskins, rendering

their offense totally impotent.
Taking the MU kickoff, prop
Don McGinnis punted the ball
deep into the Redskins end. BG
center Terry Busch gathered the
ball on the dead run and scored a
try before most of the startled
Redskins were aware of what
had transpired. As the afternoon
wore on, it seemed that kickoffs
following BG tries were the only
time MU could get the ball out of
its end.
ONCE AGAIN, English flyhalf Mark Laimbeer led the
scoring for the Falcons with a
short side try and two conversions. Wing Jeff Weemhoff
scored a try on a 60-yard sideline
dash and center Chuck Smith
scored another on a short goal
line plunge.
"Our forwards won so much

Miami prop Terry Ryan strips the ball from Bowling Green
rugby player Chuck Tunnacliffe (left) while Falcon captian
Dave Meyer (right) supports. BG's Kevin Hyland (background)
looks on. The Falcons went on to take three games from the
Redskins last Saturday at College Park.

Meadowview Court
Apartments
TWO BEDROOM

APARTMENTS
$250-265 - unfurnished
laundry facilities • drapes • carpet • party & game room
• swimming pool • sauna • plus gas & electric

cm

nna

TT

Coupon Ar O/ g\££ Regular
Worth 2.3 /O Off Prlc«

C0NGRATUWT10NS1984-85
WNfiGBim CUB OfflCR*
Susan Edwards, President
Marty Vachon, Vice President I
Terry Putnam, Vice President II
Christina Graham, Secretary
Laura Zimmermann, Treasurer

COLD WINE-BEER
& KING KEGS
2 litre PEPSI

$

1 .09

GOOD ONLY — Frl.-Sat.Sun. Sept. 28, 29. 30

1-Hour Photo
Processing
110 • 126 - 35MM ft Dltc Color Print Film
12Exp.
24Exp.
36Exp.
Disc
Reg. 5.49 Reg. 7.99 Reg. 10.99 Reg. 6.49
Lab Operating ••• Mon.-Frl. — 9-5:30 Sot. — 1-S Sun.

Extra prints at time of Development 10'
Sams Day Reprints 35'
Next Day Reprints 25'
5x7 Enlargement * 1.99
W.

AND APICS OFFICERS
Steve Ream, President
Joe Muscatello, Vice President
Regina Carlin, Secretary
Royce Rahman, Treasurer

I

Sign ups now being takenr— Forrest Creason
Club House and in the UAO office, 3rd floor,
Union. Call 372-2343 for more information.

214 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green, OH.
352-1 195

Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease

FOUR PERSON SCRAMBLE
GOLF TOURNAMENT
Oct. 7, 1984
Forrest Creason Golf Club
*13/ person $52/ foursome
Includes food, pop, prizes
and greens fees.

Photo/Roger Mazzarella

1 Bedroom - $270
furnished
all utilities paid

I

ball that we hardly had to play
any defense in the backfield,'
Laimbeer said.
Miami's opinion of the game
was understandably different.
"I'm glad it's over" a
Redskin captain said.
Heat and humidity shortened
the third match but the rout was
definitely on as the Falcons be§an wholesale substitutions. By
le end of the day, 65 different
BG players had seen action
against the Redskins. Scrum
half Kevin Beehler opened the
scoring with a try and rookie
center Carl Vella added another
in the second half as BG won 8-0.
BG is now 9-0 and will split as
a team with part taking on Big
10 power Michigan State in three
matches at East Lansing while
two squads will play at Oberlin
College.

All Regular
Candy Bars
Frito Lay
POTATO CHIPS 7oz
Ice 8 lb. Bag
24

7

returnables

UM Ko4ak ?■*•'

Ben Franklin

154 S. Main St.

UM

Our leer Entrance

llllllll llllllll

RACKETEERS

FOR ALL YOUR PARTY NEEDS!
434 E. WOOSTER IN THE D.Q BLDG.

DROP IN SATURDAY
& SEE THE FALCONS
SERVING YOU PIZZA SINCE 1967
Pagliai's
COUPONS

352-7571
945
S. Main St.

$2 OFF
ANY
KING SIZE SUB

BG
vs
Eastern
Michigan
1:00pm

Pagliai's
COUPONS

*Sky diver will
deliver the game ball
*Tailgate early
with WFAL & WOIT

$1 OFF
ANY REGULAR
SUB

FREE DELIVERY
COUPON

1-12 oz.
CAN POP
with 7" Sub

NOT VALID SUB SPECIALS

HOURS:
Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-Midnight
Fri.&Sat. 11 a.m.-l a.m.

♦Tickets on sale daily
in Ice Arena and
Memorial Hall offices

*BE THERE*

I
:■:•:•:

m
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Big 10 features a balanced title race
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Earle Bruce, Ohio State's football coach, says the days of the
Big Two and Little Eight are
gone in the Big Ten Conference
football race.
Ohio State and Michigan either shared or won an outright
Big Ten football title for IS
straight years until Illinois
cracked their dynasty last fall.
You have to go back the 1967
season to find a school other
than Ohio State and Michigan as
league champion. Minnesota,

Purdue and Indiana were 1967
Big Ten tri-hampions with Indiana going to the Rose Bowl.
This year as many as six
teams - Ohio State, Michigan.
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin and
Purdue - may figure in the race
for the league's berth in the
Rose Bowl, according to Bruce.
"The Big Ten is a challenge
today with so many good teams.
It's a real dogfight,' Bruce said
Monday as he Degan preparations for a trip Saturday night to
Minnesota. The Buckeyes, at 3-

CUSSTIEDS: W PO UK. II JO kMMI CHMGE PB Mr. JMO SPACES PB UK; i» EXTU
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UHVBSTTV PUCEKMI SCHEDULE APPEAR AS IK FRS! USIHO EVBT OTHB TUtSMr.
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
A LestMsn And Gay Aaence inning w* M nek)
Thursday. Sad 27. « 8:30 m the RMglous
Education Room. Topic wfl ba Gay Issues m
me '84 election Meeting open to everyone
Bring a Mend
AMA Presents Career Awareness Week Open
to al majors, tree of charge Oct 1-4, 7:309:30 pm. 3rd Boor Union
ATTENTION CRIMINAL JUSTICE MAJORS:
JOHN STEOMAN, THE PATROL COMMANDER Of THE ALEXANDRIA. VIRGINIA
POLICE DEPT. WILL IE OIVING A LECTURE
ON FRIOAY. SEPT. 2S. 1»«4. AT 4:J0 pm IN
ROOM 110 OF THE BUSINESS ADMMISTRAnow minima, ALL ARE WELCOME.
ENVIRONMENTAL INTEREST GROUP
MEETING TONIGHT 7 30 PM 108 BA
ALL WELCOME

Intramural Advisory Board
Appscaaons being accepted 108 Bee Center
Wl only accept first 10 appacattona Fresh
man, sophomores preferred Deadens MOn.
Oct 1 by 4.00 p.m.
STUDENT PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION
INFO 8 SIGN—UPS IN BA LOBBY
TUESOAY-fRCAY SEPT 25-SEPT 28
The Department ot Sociology wtsnee to announce that memorial services w* be held for
Dr. AJda K. Toman. Professor ol Sociology.
Bowing Green State University 1982-1984
Friday, October 5. 1984
4.30 pm
Prout Chapel
Reception to foaow In McFM Gaiety
REWAROFree Spring Break trip to Deytona 1
Commission Money
WANTED: Organized
group or individual to promote the #1 trip to
Deytona. Spring Break. It you are interested In
our reward eel 414-781-0455 or 1-800-4539074 IMMEDWTLYM or write DESIGNERS OF
TRAVEL. 13334 W Hampton Ave , MenomoneeFata. Wee. 53051
An oiuenujltoa*¥wYjnTstfloneJ meeting of
Women lor Woman (campus femnlets) wi be
held on Monday, Oct. 1 si at 7 00 pm m the
International Lounge ol Wleems Hal Anyone
nteraated In participating a Invited to attend
thia meeting. If you are unable to attend or need
more information please cal The Woman's
Center 372-2281.

0, are the only team unbeaten
overall left in the league this
fall.
BRUCE'S PROBLEM with
Minnesota may be more psychological this week after Ohio
State thumped Iowa 45-26 last
week. Minnesota, 1-2 so far, is
rebuilding its program under
former Buckeyes' assistant, Lou
Holtz.
"They are very sound to what
the Gophers' defense was last
year. He is getting good mileage
out of his players,''said Bruce.

who served on the same Ohio
State coaching staff with Holtz
under Woody Hayes. They were
assistants on the Buckeyes' last
national champions in 1968.
"The chore at the end will be
getting everybody's head and
body down from cloud nine,"
Bruce said.
The Ohio State coach no doubt
will chastize his defense for its
poor tackling against Iowa.
"We had the second-highest
number of missed tackles - 23 or
24 - since Florida State (in

1982)," said Bruce, in his sixth
season at Ohio State. "Some of
that was caused by (Iowa tailback Ronnie) Harmon. He's a
very elusive, very skilled runner. That hurt us. We have to go
back to fundamentals."
Bruce, however, reminded the
media that his is still a "green
defensive team." The Buckeyes
have been starting four freshmen, three of them in the secondary.
ONE OF the newcomers, in-

Abortion, pregnancy teats, student rales Center lor Choice, downtown Toledo 419-2557769

RIDES
Fade needed to Cincinnati
Cat Kafny 372-8846

PERSONALS

ROE AVAILABLE to the Warren/ Youngstown
area leaving Friday 9/28 For more Mo cal Enc
al 372-5535 or 3720331.
NEED ROE TO CLEVELAND LEAVING AT
12:30 FRIOAY WILL PAY LOTS OF OAS
MONEY. CALL 384-8821.

ACCOUNTING STUDENT*
Interested In co-oping? Cal the Co-op office tor
information on the folowtng excelsnl opportunHaa. Cleveland CPA firm. Tolado automotive
monuascturer 222 Admin Blag 372-2451

SERVICES OFFERED

• BEDRACE • BEDRACE ■ BEDRACE •
FPJOAY, SEPT 28, 4:00 pm
ROBE STREET.

GUARANTEED STUDENT FINANCIAL AID —
FOR DETAILS WRITE. ACADEMIC RESEARCH, BOX 9128C, TOlEOO.tjH 43897.

TUTORING
Basic Math-Algeofa-Calculus
Reeding -Grammar ■ Compoerhon
Cal 874-3349 alter 6 pm
OAKHURST LEARNfNG CENTER

CO-OP OPPORTUNITKS
FOR RTVF MAJORS
Toledo TV Station and Toledo Hospital Cal or
stop by Co-op office 222 Admin Bldg. 3722461
FREE BOSU TRANSFERS
ON ANY OF OUR MERCHANDISE
JEANS N THINGS "531 RIDGE

Fouta Typing
e.oseen! qusRy
U-Defh-er
BOVpg DS
On-Camous pick-up
J"pg
Mrs Fouls. 8892579

Hamburger, Fnes. Coke $1 89
Mon-Fri. 11 ami p.m.
avsaabk) only wth this ad
expires Oct 28. 1984
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT
412 E WOOSTER

FREE info about book Obtain Maximum College Financial Aid'' SCA, 3841 Deal. Dopt C8.
Houston. TX 77025 Phone (713) 688-7899
DJ and SUPER—SOUNO SYSTEM for
PARTIES, DANCES, FORMALS Cal STEVE.
535-0898 or 2424682
Typing: Papers, dissertations, etc 372-2281
or 362-0835
Coasge Rock I Roi Band w« play
parties, dances, beer Wests etc
Cal 352 5705

Happy Belated 20th Howard

1 FREE ITEOl
Ort OAy HI* p>no

OSK lo ii •+>•" (vdeoAg

f

I D4^Lll«*
—Wlv.ru
irjrsonaaoj el COUPON .L n«.
3SJ-5I66

The Alpha Xl's would lake to thsnk Pern
LaCroix for all her work on Derby Days. It was
a great aucce—I XI Lees.

FOR 8ALE: 1973 Plymouth SateUte Sebrlng
Looks > Runs greet' MUST SELL $1600 or
offer Cal Jay 373-1248

Tom E. Lake
Please check your
Ml campus mellboji

Coax TV. Sanyo Stereo a Speakers, beer
lap system. Bearcat programmable scanner
354-8976.

TO THE PHI TAU ROOMMATES, KEVIN AND
DAN. WHO ARE YOUR CRUSH DATES?
LOVE. YOUR TWO GAMMA PHI CRUSHES

Sutler lor sale, Madeira becked by guild.
Never used, velvet Uned herd shell case.
400.00 Brm I said ssSO.OO. asA-SoM.

UNCLE TIM-TIM
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY
HOWARDS WILL NEVER BE
THE SAME
LUV AODIE

SIhw '71 Maida RX-7
•5000 Call 152-7104
Runs weNI I Musi ssW!

I Love You.

" ACCOUNTING STUDENTS "
Dayton area CPA firm seeks
Jr. or Sr accounting makx tor
Spring Semester Co-op
Pay S8-8 per hour
Cal or vkM Co-op office
222 Admin BUg 372-2451

HeySpenky.
OM reedy lor tome hanky pankyl Celebration's the theme and I want you to know
you're the beat In Bowling Green, because
when I'm wrth you, I feel late a queen. Make
•my 'cause Saturday's the day I Everyday'e a
holiday whan you're In ton with a Phi Tau.
Lose. AX Dane.

Harmonie Wnd Ensemble
Wednesday. Oct 3
8 pm
KobackerHst
cal: 372-0171 lor tickets

Joseph "Alto" BandoGet psyched tor a date party you'l never
forget!! Please don't be 'bortng'i
Love, your AXO

KEY DAY!
At International Coffee Hours
TODAY- Union Oval
nefreehments: 1 30-4:00 pm

Loft orders tor off campus housing
are now being taken For Intormation
> to order cal
The Loft Construction 8 Storage Service
362-3838 (9am-Spm)

F. roommate needed to sublet apt Field Manor
apta IS112 50/mo pajs electric J phone
Cal 354-8579

Need Money? Why not eel Avon For more
Intomxatkyi please eel Pfryfas al 352-5833

2 bdrm apt dose to campus to sublet.
Avassbfe Immadletofy

WANTED

Video Cassette and Video Disc rental

3 days. 3 movies. $29.95

One male roommate to take over
apt. payments on 542 Frezee /16
al $98/month 354-8028
Roommate needed to move In immediately. Spacious, eaten house located near
campus and town $126 par month, aktc,
phone. CCTiyjkttoly lunxahed Cal 352-8792

PhaVpe Video Ctr 1028 N Mam
354-3613
Smal House for Rent Close to Campus
Ideal lor one or two people.
Cal 353-1731 after 6:30 pm
2 Bedroom Student rental
Closs to Campus

Cal 352-5335
F roommate to eubtet 1 bedroom apt Summit
Terrace Apia $135/mo t aghts Cal earry
morning or kite evenings al 352-3320
Daly Rental and Leasing $14 00 perdey Auto
Outtot 352-2227 1010 S Mam SI

from the ^
unique to the
unusual

Worried
you might have
VD?
Calalnend
'
at Planned Parenthood

UM by Trud* MktM. Jafte

3543540

plus 2 Ig. Pepsi's

I ONLY $5.50 j
.90/Item
I
m——£———L,

55 Poi ingredient
56 One ot the Ages
58 British composer
62
Khan
63 Scoundrel
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For Sate: Cha». Odd-Good condition 830 00
Cal 352 4233

Special Occasions
The oetoonman
3524081

Needed- Anyone in Dr Bang's public admlniatraoon cans at 11.30 MWF Have jusl sddad
daas S desperately need notes. Please contact
Cindy before 8:30 pm Tnurs 9/27 at
354-8980

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
—IIlull —II111

AUDI 1O0LS new trsrxerassion. battery, rear
ores, starter Wl give to highest oner Andy
352-7043.

364-7366

Along with thousands
of other great selections.

nnr.iu nnnnn iinwu

For Sets: Peartey Female Cockatel with cage
(hand lame) cal 362 7182

FOR RENT

Voted 6>« Pun In B.C.

50 Clan symbol
52 Uplift
53 Street
sound
54 Cup. In Cannes

) BMEN BOOT (
HAS GONE COUNTRY
Nitely Specials
Live Entertainment
25 * Pool Tables
NO COVER
Thursday-Friday-Saturday

133 E. Wooster

PARTY TIME
IS
PIZZA TIME

For less than $2 you
can make your own
12" Pepporoni Pizza
Cheese and Meats For Party Trays

THE PIZZA STORE
1058 N. Main behind System Seven

Cal

RESPONSIBLE LOVING PERSON NEEDED
TO PROVIDE OCCASIONAL CHILD CARE
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS FOR A
TODDLER REFERENCES REQUIRED
Linde 352-3158.

FOR SALE

NORTHEND
PIZZA

37 White-tailed
bard
40 Resist change
41 Scorch
43
quanon
44 Aquamarine or
emerald
46 Bingo participant
48 Clairvoyants'
cards

Houaeboys needed for sorority house
372-3496 or 372-2567

Ten OS

In the BA Btdg Lobby
Do It Now!"

DOWN
1 Highway patrol
device
2 West Side
Story" name
3 Assumed an attitude
4 Faint sound
5 Student's
option.
sometimes
6 Planetary path
parts
7 Thai coins
8 Ibsen character
9 End
10 Shaded red
11 City areas
12 This, to Pedro
13 Breakdown
18 To have, in Le
Havre
23 Horalian works
25 Natives Suftn
27 Maine product
29 Panayport
31 Greek island
32 Biblical land
33 Cashews
34 Above
35 Hammer or
Spade

PART-TkeTE HELP WANTED
Ttttx Catxevtaon a) looking tor 8
young, aggreeerve marketing representatives
to work In Wood County. Earn S12-S20
par hour Phone tol free
1-800-847-8974
for a personal Interview

Wasn't It s given that you're going to the Alpha
CM Celebration '84 with me? I mean we've
bean dating for so long! Get psyched!
Love. Deb

Leal Chance to Join

ACROSS
1 Carried away
5 King Hassan's
capital
10 B-Glink
14 Fonts! Oi
15 Clean the slate
16 Smiling Mona
17 Station house
tig me
19 European wine
region
20 Consumed
21 Part ole suit
22 Person
24 Gear lor 61
AC05S
26 E B White s
Charlotte e g
28 South
American
monkey
30 Former
33 Consume* s
I r tend
36
prey
38 El
39 Western
Indians
40 Rail Puds
41 Normandy
I own
42 Young one
43 Be par
simonious
44 Old-style
sweeper
45 Kind Of TV
show
47 Oreat Barrier
island
40 is unable to
51 Stop
55 Knighted
57 White with age
Cockney styte
59
Fail
60 Seed covering
61 Part o'the
street scene
64 Ramble
65 Ten percenter
66 The sweelsop
67 Rare individual
60 Softens
69 Sandy stretch.
in Devon

EARN $400 TO MOO A WEEK WITH OUR
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM
HOME. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS
SEND
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO LAOUNAS PO
BOX 25791. CHICAGO. IL 60625-0791

TADD. WEASEL. RICH, ROCKO
PHI PStS - WHO'S YOUR DATE?
WHEN 5 ARRTVES, DONT BE LATE!
GET PSYCHED FOR NEXT SATUROAY
YOUR GAMMA PHI DATES

Have you aver had an abortion? Do you have
trouble lorgethng the experience. Come to hear
a speaker who understands. Women exploited
by abortion Tuee-Oct 2. 7.30 p.m. In Gieh

expires 12-31-84

Re
mber your Ural kiss? Or ride on a roller
coaster? Some things lust can't be e.plained
— they've got to be experienced! Experience
Thursday Night Use this Thursday, 7:30 pm,
Faculty Lewnee, 2nd floor Union: sponsored
by Csmpes Crusade lor Christ

Streamers has a speclel surprise Doming
soon! Welch tor detaae.

Hey Hendaoma - got a Gemma pm Crush?

OF YOUR CHOICE

HELP WANTED

'' * SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON BEDRACE *' *
TOMORROW 9(28 4:00-8 00. RIDGE ST.
COME WATCH THE BEOTTME FUN!

COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDENTS
INTERESTED IN CO-OPMG7 CLEVELAND
MANUFACTURING FIRM. DAYTON AFB. AMHERST MANUFACTURER POSTTIONS AVAJLABLE CALL CO-OP OFFICE 222 Ad Bldg
372-2451

Two fumbles against the
Hawkeyes upset Bruce - Mike
Lanese's bobble of a punt reception and another lost football on
a center-quarterback exchange.

Peb- TMa weekend will be one we will never
torgetl I'm so psyched! Cookie dough, the
book and nervous giggles We're them I
Have lunl Dean

SAE KOvUCE HAPPY HOURS, 84 P.M.
FRIDAY AT UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN. WE WILL
ANNOUNCE THE DREAM QUEEN WINNER
AMD AWARD THE RACE WINNERS.

• BEDRACE ' BEDRACE ' BEDRACE '
FRIDAY 4:00-6 00 RIDGE STREET
• BEDRACE • BEDRACE • BEDRACE •

side linebacker Chris Spielman,
will not be available for Minnesota. Spielman is hobbling on
crutches this week after severely spraining his right ankle
against Iowa late in the first
quarter. Bruce expects Spielman to be sidelined around three
weeks.

All Methods of Bkth Control
Pregnancy Tests - Pap wets
Annual Exams • Vaaectomies
VO Diagnosis ■ mierhkty Counseling
F—t are based on your mcom:

I
[

Rudolph's

^

1084 S. Main

*.

"H"»

(next to AncDonalds)

swjjf

7K*n£*
One Urge One Item Pizza

I
I

i! 352-5331 *•*.FREE DELIVERY|i
Kjur ZJalent C/oei ZJo
(Jour ^J4ead
A«u/«,m»20to»50
Qur & QaL Mai, Cut* '6.00
W/m .Ui, 2V7-50

MINI MULL BEAUTY SALON

Tola phone
352-7658

Expire)* 10/11/84

190 S. Main St.
Bowling Grtren

